the state v. adnan syed
crimestoppers timeline
known events
major events
new evidence

jan
1999
jay’s arrest

jay is arrested and charged with disorderly
conduct and resisting arrest.

26
feb
1999

an anonymous call to crimestoppers implicates
adnan in hae’s disappearance.

the anonymous call
the baltimore county police print out
adnan’s records from state databases

1
3

detective o’shea meets with hope schab, woodlawn
teacher who was close to hae. o’shea asks her to act
as a liaison for the police investigation. he gives her
a list of questions about adnan for her to distribute
to woodlawn students. questions include: adnan’s
alibi + whether hae and adnan had a “special place”
where they’d go to be together.
o’shea calls adnan for a second interview.

9

hae’s body is found in leakin park. jurisdiction
switches from baltimore county to baltimore city.

macgillivary requests
crimestoppers posters
macgillivary receives crimestoppers
flyers progress report states that
the flyers will be "disseminated"
along with press release

12
15
19
24
26
28

o’shea relays info that he received during the missing person investigation to detective macgillivary.
macgillivary requests adnan’s phone records.
detective massey drafts a memorandum concerning
two calls he received from an anonymous tipster.
memorandum states: 1) cops should look into “the
boyfriend, adna ansyed”; 2) boyfriend has taken victim
to leakin park for sexual encounters; 3) adnan told
“baser” (yaser) that if he hurt hae, he would dump her
car in a lake.
macgillivary and an unknown additional detective
interview yaser.
detectives’ notes indicate that, according to the
"anonymous caller," yaser said that adnan would
dump hae's body in a lake if he ever harmed her.

mar
1999

detectives ritz and macgillivary have their
first interview with Adnan.
jay is interviewed on the record for the first
time. twenty minutes into questioning by the
detectives, he "comes clean."

THE REWARD?

5

adnan is arrested.
charges arising from jay's jan. 26th arrest
are dismissed by stet
during jay's third police interview, he tells the
detectives that "mr. brown" is selling a '94 suzuki
600cc motorcycle with 9,000 miles.

18

on the last page of the detectives' notes from
the interview, macgillivary writes, in all caps,
"REWARD."

detectives prepare a schedule for interviewing teachers at woodlawn and
include karl brown, the soccer coach, on their list. on their interview
itinerary, the detectives note that their purpose for speaking to karl brown
is in regards to a "motorcycle." brown did not know either hae or adnan and
knew no relevant information related to the case; the detectives' had no
purpose in speaking to him, other than that jay had told them that brown was
selling a motorcycle.

23 - 24

prior to the interview with karl brown, the detectives print out kelly blue
book entries for the two suzuki motorcycles that match jay's description
(1994 models with 600 cc). one of them, the suzuki rf600, is the same model
motorcycle that brown had owned and sold at some point in '98 or '99.
brown does not recall the police asking about the motorcycle during the
interview, and thinks that he had already sold the suzuki motorcycle prior
to the police interview.

apr
1999
adnan’s indictment

7
9
exact date unknown: jay calls the public
defender's office seeking representation,
but is told that he does not qualify to
have counsel appointed until he has been
charged with a crime.

stephanie tells the police that jay was "going to buy
a motorcycle," and that he was "going to finance it"
in order to pay for it.
karl brown's suzuki is titled under the name of a
new owner (the purchase date remains unknown).

13

adnan is indicted by the grand jury.

sept
1999
jay’s deal

7

detectives drive jay to prosecutor's office, where he meets kevin urick for the first
time. urick introduces him to anne benaroya. jay agrees to be represented by benaroya
and pleads guilty to accessory after the fact to murder. urick files accessory charges
against jay by criminal information and he, jay and benaroya go to courthouse. At
11:00 a.m., jay appears before judge mccurdy and announce his willingess to accept a
guilty plea. however, no factual proffer is made, and the guilty plea is left unfinished,
to be resumed at a later hearing date scheduled after Adnan's trial.

exact date unknown

sept - oct

nov
1999
the payout

1
dec
1999

jay is unable to contact benaroya. in an attempt to get in touch
with her, jay calls judge mccurdy's chambers and the state's
attorney's office to ask for his attorney's phone number.
as a result, urick arranges for benaroya and jay to appear
before judge mccurdy in an ex parte hearing. benaroya's representation of jay is discussed.
the baltimore city detectives tell crimestoppers to pay out on
the february 1st tip that led to adnan's arrest. the detectives
also calculate the amount of the reward that they believe
should be paid to the tipster. at its next monthly meeting,
crimestoppers votes to accept the detectives' recommendations.

a baltimore police officer and a crimestoppers representative
meet with the february 1st tipster, and pay out a $3,075 reward.
the bulk of the reward, $2,500, came from funds raised for hae's
case by the korean american safety council, while the remaining
$575 was paid out from the crimestoppers general fund.

the mistrial

9-15

adnan’s first trial ends in mistrial.

jan
2000
adnan’s conviction

4
25

jay's scheduled sentencing hearing is cancelled, as
adnan's retrial has not yet occurred, and jay's sentencing
is dependent on his performance at the trial.
adnan’s second trial ends in conviction.

july
2000
jay’s release

7
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one month after adnan's motion for a new trial is denied and he is
sentenced to life in prison, jay's sentencing hearing is held. at the
hearing, urick speaks to jay's "remorse," and tells the judge that he is
completely satisfied with jay's performance at adnan's trials. judge
mccurdy gives jay a suspended sentence with two years probation.
jay is released without serving any time in prison.
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